What materials and equipment do I need to start learning at Masada?

Years 9 to 12

- Masada School Bag
- Siddur
- Boys – if had a Barmitzvah, Tefillin in a labelled bag
- Boys – school kippah to be worn at all times (provided to new students)
- USB Stick
- Earbud Headphones

- For every subject - A4 ring binder (or zip-up ring-binders to help keep exercise books and textbooks together), and loose-leaf A4 lined paper (ideally with reinforced holes)

- For Mathematics – Calculator (CASIO fx-82AU PLUS), Geometry set, exercise books (lined, A4 hole-punched, minimum 96 pages, at least 2)

- For Art – Visual Arts Diary (A3 spiral-bound book of white, acid-free, cartridge paper, usually 120 pages, usually 110g or 140g paper, plastic front cover and cardboard back cover, available at Newsagents or art stores)

- For Food Technology – 2 white aprons (from uniform shop) and 1 folder with plastic sleeves for recipes

- Pencil case (large) containing the following:
  - Blue, red and black pens
  - 30 cm ruler (transparent)
  - Lead pencils and/or pacers
  - Coloured pencils
  - Pencil sharpener
  - Glue stick
  - Eraser
  - Scissors
  - Highlight pens of different colours
  - NO white out please